
CADI VS300 Vital Signs Monitor is available separately for automated monitoring of BP, pulse & SpO2

SmartSense Express v2.1.4 (limited to 10 registered patients)Software

Desktop Computer Processor: Intel ® Core™ 2 Duo Processor (2.4 Ghz) | IIS: FrontPage 2000 Server Extensions | OS: Windows XP 
Professional with service pack 2 or later | Memory: 2 GB | Hard Disk: 250 SATA | Drive: CD-ROM / DVD-ROM | 
Other Requirements: Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 SP1 or later | Other Devices: Microsoft Mouse or 
compatible pointing device, USB port 1.0 or 2.0, Network Card 

Other Add-Ons Other Devices: Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device, USB port 1.0 or 2.0, Network Card
CADI VS300 Vital Signs Monitor is available separately for automated monitoring of BP, pulse & SpO2

SmartSense Express Plus packs everything you need to safely monitor your patients’ temperature wirelessly, automatically 
and continuously. Designed to be deployable straight out from the box, you will have instant access to real time patients’ 
location and their clinical charts all on a user friendly web-based application.

Package Contents:
12 pcs ThermoSENSOR-800 | 5 pcs SmartNODE-800 | 1 pc SmartSWITCH-800 | 1 pc POE Switch | 5 pcs POE Splitter | 6 pcs 
Ethernet Cable | 1 Desktop PC (pre-installed with SmartSense Express software, license for up to 10 patients) | 1 box of 3M 
Tegaderm | An Installation Manual | A User Guide with Tutorial Video

CADI SmartSense Express Plus
Everything You Need, in a Box

Description

Specifications
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offers a limited warranty for its medical monitoring products.
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ThermoSENSOR is a wireless sensor for 24/7 automated and periodic measurement of patient’s temperature 
and location. It is attached to the patient’s body with the used of medical adhesive dressing.
General - Unique Sensor ID: 32 bits | Thermistor accuracy: +/- 0.2°C (32.0 to 42.0°C)*
RF - RF Frequency: 868.4MHz (Europe) (for ThermoSENSOR-900: 919.8MHz or 925MHz (USA)) |
Typical transmission range: 10m (unblocked)* | Transmission power range: -2 dBm (0.6 mW) to 6 dBm(4 mW) |
Data transmission rate: Every 30 seconds (on average)
Power Source - Internal 3V lithium cell | Estimated battery life: 12 months (continuous operation)*
Environment - Operating temperature range: 10 – 50°C | Water resistant: Yes
Physical - Dimensions: DIA 36mm, HT 11.6mm | Weight: 10g
Compliance - RF Compliance: ETSI EN 300 220 | EMC Compliance: ETSI EN 301 489

ThermoSENSOR™

SmartSWITCH is an RFID tagging station used for activating or de-activating ThermoSENSORs or SmartTAGs. 
The switch comes complete with a matching dock for each of these 2 types of sensors/tags.
General - PC interface: USB 2.0
Power Source - USB Powered
Environment - Operating temperature range: 10 – 50°C
Physical - Dimensions: 184 x 93 x 34mm | Weight: 240g
Compliance - EMC Compliance: ETSI EN 301 489

SmartSWITCH™

SmartNODE is a LAN-enabled receiver node for receiving data transmitted by ThermoSENSORs and/or 
SmartTAGs. It uploads received data to the SmartSense engine via its built in Ethernet LAN interface.
General - Ethernet LAN: 10 Base-T
RF - RF Frequency: 868.4MHz (Europe), 919.8MHz or 925MHz (USA)
Power Source - 5-6VDC | Current consumption: 180mA (typical) | Input impedance: 50ohm | 
Transmission power: maximum of 10 dBm (10 mW)
Environment - Operating temperature range: 10 – 50°C
Physical - Dimensions: 140 x 140 x 35mm | Weight: 190g
Compliance - RF Compliance: ETSI EN 300 220 | EMC Compliance: ETSI EN 301 489

SmartNODE™ 
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*Based on test set up, the details of which can be obtained from manufacturer.

CADI T560 Clinical Ear & Forehead Thermometer
Quick Start Guide
A guide to correct use and maintenance of your thermometer
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- Always conduct visual inspections on the metallic probe of the thermometer before you use it each time.  
- Before using the thermometer, always inspect the probe tip and clean it if it is dirty.

Ear Scan Forehead Scan

1 Press the blue button.
Wait for a “beep”

2 Remove the front cover.
The ear logo     will appear 
on the LCD display.

3 Insert the probe into the 
ear canal.

4 Press and release the blue button. 
After a “beep”, remove the 
thermometer from the ear and 
read the temperature value on 
the LCD display.

1 Press the blue button.
Wait for a “beep”

2 Check that the front cover is in 
place and the forehead logo   
appears on the LCD display.

3 Press and hold the blue 
button and slide the probe 
across from one end of
the forehead to the other.*

4 Release the blue button. After a 
“beep”, remove the thermometer 
from the forehead and read the 
temperature value on the LCD 
display.

*NOTE:
1. Ensure that the probe is flushed with the forehead skin and not at an angle.
2. Always wipe the forehead with a dry cloth if it is damp with perspiration, before sliding the probe.

Correct (Flushed) Wrong (Angled)

Cleaning the Thermometer Probe

1 Use one end of a dry cotton bud to clean the metallic probe of the 
thermometer in a circular direction. 
(i)  

(ii)

2 Use the other dry end of the cotton bud to clean the metallic probe 
and leave the thermometer aside to dry for a few minutes if you are 
using (i) or (ii) from Step 1. 
Drying the metallic probe will stabilise the temperature.

3 Perform visual inspections and ensure that the metallic probe is clean 
and free of any dirt or stain.
Your thermometer is now ready for temperature taking use.

Gently damped the cotton bud with water if probe is covered 
slightly by dust particles.
Gently damped with 70% Isopropyl alcohol if probe is caked/ 
stained with stubborn dirt.

Metallic probe


